German Intensive Course A1.2

Course details

**German class in the morning**

75 credit hours  
Monday to Friday, 09.00 am – 1.30 pm

**Academic lessons in the afternoon**

15 credit hours  
two times a week, Tuesday to Thursday, 02.30 pm – 04.00 pm

**Content of Academic lessons**

Berlin past and present - experience and discover

Is this contemporary or historic? Is this East or West? Is that good or bad? Is that important at all?

Get to know Berlin, its culture and its people directly on the streets of Berlin and see what makes Berlin so special. In communicative situations, we explore the city and practice our German at the same time. On the road, we will experience the present Berlin and its history. We will discover the intercultural and culinary side of Berlin at the Maybachufer Waterfront (excursions: along the old wall, visiting museums of art and district history, shopping at the market, et al).

**Instructor**

Arnold Lenz

Since 2005 Lecturer in German as a Foreign Language (DaF) in the Erasmus, HU GLA (summer and winter program) and refugee courses at the Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin

2002 - 2014 Lecturer in German as a Foreign Language (DaF) at the Goethe Institut Paris, responsible for: blended learning services, compilation of online grammar, teacher training, certified examiner for C1-C2, special courses in geography, film and creative writing

1989 - 2002 Lecturer in German as a Foreign Language, mainly at BSI Sprachenschule GmbH, Berlin

1988 Graduation in the Master’s degree in German Linguistics/Political Science and Sociology at the Friedrich-Alexander-Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg